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art as an agent
for change

How do Ar t,
Museum,
and Education
Practices
Inspire Action?

monday mai 31 2021
5:30 to 6:00 pm

Opening of the International Conference
Word of welcome
Mona Trudel, Professor, School of Visual and Media Arts,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |
Stéphane Aquin, Director General, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) |
Magda Fusaro, Rector, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |

6:00 to 7:30 pm

Conference

What components within your creative practice contribute to and
inspire a call to action?
Kent Monkman, Visual artist |
Manon Barbeau, Documentary filmmaker, Co-founder of Wapikoni Mobile |
Moderator: Mélanie Deveault, Director of the Education and Wellness Department,
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA)

tuesday, june 1
9:30 to 10:50 am

Conference

How does art contribute to individual and collective change?
(part 1)

Richard Sandell, Professor of Museum Studies, Co-director of the Research Centre for
Museums and Galleries, University of Leicester |
Lois Silverman, Public Scholar of Museum Education and Professor of Museum Studies,
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis |
Moderator: Marilyn Lajeunesse, Educational Programs Officer - Adults and Community
Groups, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA)

10:50 to 11:20 am

Video clip
Presentation of projects (part 1)
Marcelle Dubé, Hélène Duval, Sylvie Fortin, Maryse Gagné, Noémie Maignien,
Dominique Rey and Simon Zagari

11:20 to 11:35 am

Break

11:35 am
to 1:00 pm

Panel

What is the impact of artistic practices with social and educational
aims on artists and their practices?
Constanza Camelo-Suarez, Professor, Department of Arts and Letters,
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (UQAC) |
Cindy Schwartz, Founder and Director, Les Muses |
Angèle Séguin, Dramatist, Artistic Director, Théâtre des Petites Lanternes |
Stanley Février, Visual artist |
Moderator: Adriana de Oliveira, Professor, School of Visual and Media Arts,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)
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wednesday, june 2
9:30 to 10 am

Video clip

Presentation of projects (part 2)
Nathalie Casemajor, Esther Filion, Louise Giroux, Abdoul Abdoulaye Oumate,
Marco Pronovost, Eva Sandri, Margaux Szuter and Mona Trudel

10:00 to 11:20 am

Conference

How does art contribute to individual and collective
change? (part 2)
Isabelle Ginot, Professor, Department of Dance, Université Paris 8 |
Maria Nengeh Mensah, Professor, School of Social Work,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |
Moderator: Ève Lamoureux, Professor, Department of Art History,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)

11:20 to 11:35 am

Break

11:35 am
to 1:00 pm

Panel

What is the contribution of artistic practices in health care,
community, and educational settings?
Dr. Patricia Garel, Child psychiatrist, Adolescent Psychiatry Department,
CHU Sainte-Justine, Founder of the Espace transition program |
Émilie Fortier, Director of Services, St. Laurent Campus, Old Brewery Mission |
Emmanuelle Allard, Teacher specializing in visual and dramatic arts at elementary
school, Centre de services scolaires de Montréal (CSSDM) |
Véro Leduc, Professor, Department of Social and Public Communication,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |

thursday, june 3
9:30 to 9:45 am

Moderator: Sylvie Fortin, Professor, Department of Dance,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)

Video clip

Presentation of projects (part 3)
Elisabeth Otto, Natasha S. Reid, Melissa Smith, Joanne Waxman
and Suzane Weber da Silva

9:45 to 10:00 am

Screening

The contribution of art to the recovery and social inclusion of
marginalized people (2018)
Mona Trudel, Sylvie Fortin, Carole Marceau, Adriana de Oliveira, Didier Jutras-Aswad,
Olivier Farmer, Pierre Lauzon et Sylvie Trudelle

10:00 to
11:20 am

Conference

What about artistic practices with social aims in Canada
and Brazil?
Judith Marcuse, Founder and Co-director, International Centre of Art for
Social Change (ICASC) |
Marcos Antonio Cândido Carvalho, Director, AXE Project |
Moderator: Adriana de Oliveira, Professor, School of Visual and Media Arts,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)
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11:20 am
to 11:35 am

Break

11:35 am
to 1:00 pm

Panel

Mobilizing leaders and partners around artistic projects in care,
community, and educational contexts: dream or reality?
Danièle Racine, Commissioner of Cultural Mediation, Service de la culture,
Ville de Montréal |
Rhodnie Désir, Choreographer, Lecturer, Artistic Director, RD Créations (RDC) |
Hélène Lévesque, Pedagogical Advisor, Centre de services scolaires
de Montréal (CSSDM) |
Louise Poissant, Scientific Director, Fonds de recherche du Québec Société et
culture (FRQSC) |
Hannah Claus, Visual artist, Co-founder of Daphne ArtCentre
Moderator: Mona Trudel, Professor, School of Visual and Media Arts,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)

5:00 to 7:00 pm

Closing of the conference

Screening film Apparaître. L’art à visage humain (2021) and panel
Fanny H-Levy, Visual artist |
Francine Saillant, Professor, Department of Anthropology, Université Laval |
Mona Trudel, Professor, School of Visual and Media Arts,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |
Ève Lamoureux, Professor, Department of Art History,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) |
Moderator: Lourdès Rodriguez Del Barrio, Professor, School of Social Work,
Université de Montréal

To be seen on the conference website

Scientific poster presentation from graduate students
Anne-Philippe Beaulieu, Indira Béraud, Aziz Boughedir, Christine Brault, Anna Brunette,
Camille Courier, Laura Delphino, Anna-Lou Galassini, Veronica Gill, Felicia F. Leu,
Brigitte Nga Ondigui, Andréanne Parent, Geneviève Saumier,
Marie Tissot and Alexandra Tourigny Fleury
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Integrated arts as a gateway, from appreciation to personal expression, as well as a promise of
fulfillment and intercommunication, in school and in society: this is what mobilizes
among her Montreal students. Graduated with a Master’s degree in visual and media arts teaching (2002),
she has carried out numerous pedagogical and artistic projects at schools and in various cultural venues: murals, exhibitions, websites. Her work integrates plastic, visual and media arts,
drama, music and TIC in a multicultural and interdisciplinary perspective. She is the author of
numerous communications and publications. Her interactive activity book Passep’Art received
the award for best artistic digital book at the iBook Author Conference in Nashville (Tennessee)
in 2015 and she collaborates with baobabeducation.com. In 2020, she was awarded the Prix
novateur en enseignement des arts by the Graduate Council of the Faculty of Arts at UQAM.

emmanuelle allard

manon barbeau has worked for more than thirty years as a film writer and then as

a director of award-winning documentaries. In 2003, she founded Vidéo Paradiso and then Wapikoni Mobile in collaboration with the Atikamekw Nation Council, the First Nations Youth Council
and with the support of the Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador. Wapikoni Mobile is an ambulant video and music creation studio for First Nations youth who have produced
more than 1,200 films that have won awards at prestigious festivals around the world. In 2007,
Manon Barbeau founded Musique Nomade, which offers recording and outreach workshops to
both indigenous and diverse musicians. In 2014, with fifteen international partners, she founded
the INAAC, the first International Network for Aboriginal Audiovisual Creation. In 2017, Wapikoni
became an official partner of UNESCO. In 2014, Manon Barbeau was named Officer of the National
Order of Quebec. She received the Albert-Tessier prize, the highest award for cinema in Quebec.
In 2017, Manon Barbeau was awarded the Order of Canada for “her cinematic achievements and
her devotion to First Nations youth”. She was named Chevalière de l’Ordre de Montréal for her
filmmaking career and social involvement, Chevalière des Arts et des Lettres de la République
Française, Mentore de la Fondation Trudeau and in 2018, she redeived the Ordre des arts et des
lettres du Québec and the Unesco / Madanjeet Singh Prize for the promotion of Tolerance and
Non-violence.

anne-philippe beaulieu is a Ph.D. student in art history at the University of

Montreal. Specialist in the history of print in French Canada in the 19th century, she is beginning
a thesis on Montreal press cartoonists, under the co-direction of Ersy Contogouris (University
of Montreal) and Dominic Hardy (University of Quebec in Montreal). Her interests focus on the
question of collective imaginations, myths and national identity.

indira beraud is an independent curator. Born in 1992, she lives and works in

Paris. After a master’s degree in Art History (Paris 1 – Panthéon Sorbonne) and a specialized
master’s degree entitled Culture, Criticism and Curation (Central Saint Martins, London), she is
now a Ph.D. candidate in Arts Studies and Practices (UQAM, Montreal). Her research focuses on
survival in relation to ecology and seeks to define a curatorial approach that is part of a logic of
degrowth. In 2017, she founded the digital journal Figure Figure (www.figurefigure.fr) specialized in young creation and based between France and England. Since 2019, she has curated the
exhibitions: Il est urgent que le pro_grès pro_gramme (The Window, Paris), I have done things
here I couldn’t do elsewhere (6B, Saint-Denis), Crois de bois, crois de fer (French Institute of
Budapest) and Liaisons Dyslexiques (Espace Le Carré, Lille).
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emmanuel bochud began his circus career performing on the streets of Quebec

and worked for a variety of top-notch circus companies and festivals. This fed his other growing
interest: circus as a tool for social action. He has since developed multiple projects drawing on
circus arts to facilitate social change. For over 25 years, Emmanuel Bochud has used circus arts
for social intervention. He worked for over 20 years with Cirque du Monde, the social program
of Cirque du Soleil. This international experience, in varied intercultural contexts, allowed him
to develop a rich experience in the use of the arts as a means of intervention and to be a privileged witness of its individual, collective and societal impact. He is currently Senior Advisor,
Social innovation and training at the Center for Circus Arts Research, Innovation and Knowledge
Transfer (CRITAC).

aziz boughedir holds a degree in Visual Art obtained at Tunis Institute of Fine Arts.

He subsequently supports a Master of research in the same Institute where he is interested in
contemporary Tunisian art galleries. Since January 2020, he has been a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Montreal. His research interests focus on the valorization of contemporary Arab art
and art market systems. His thesis project focuses on the emergence and evolution of the contemporary Arab art market, taking as a case study the Tunisian art market from the protectorate
period to the present day.

christine brault lives and works in Tio’tià :ke/Montreal. As a transdisciplinary

artist, she creates performative actions and interventions in situ, from a poetic and artivist angle.
Her research concerns the issues of migration, border identity, human rights, violence against
women and land. Through her explorations and experiments, she seeks to create a performative
dialogue evoking a certain form of ritual linked to the land, to human beings, their languages and
their transformations. As a master’s degree graduate in visual arts (UQAM) and a Ph.D. student
in art studies and practices, she questions the reception of performances of artivist nature that
take place in the public space, outside of institutional frameworks. Assuring a regular presence
in various performance encounters in Mexico and several other Latin American countries, she
has also presented her work in Quebec, Canada, Europe, China and the United States.

anna brunette is a master’s degree student in art history at the University of Que-

bec in Montreal under the direction of Marie Fraser. Her research focuses on the aesthetics of the
climate emergency and environmental mobilization strategies in contemporary art, particularly
through ecologically-themed exhibitions in art museums and the cultural mediation programs
surrounding these exhibitions. During her journey in museology, cultural mediation and visual
arts, she has studied at the Sorbonne Nouvelle University, completed an internship at the Musée
d’art contemporain de Montréal, worked at the Galerie de l’UQAM and received a scholarship
from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. In 2019, she co-organized
the annual conference of the ACSHA (Association des cycles supérieures en histoire de l’art), entitled Perspectives environnementales en art. Her papers have appeared in the journals Espace
art actuel and Esse arts + opinions.

constanza camelo-suarez is interested in the creation, theorization

and promotion of experimental art. Her artistic practice revolves around the elaboration of performative and in situ devices. She is co-founder of We are not Speedy Gonzales, a collective
of migrant artists working on interculturality and its representations in the contemporary art
world. As an independent curator, C. Camelo-Suarez has organized theoretical meetings and
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artistic exchanges between Canada and Latin America. She works as a professor in the Département des arts et des lettres at the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi and has published texts
that question the practice of action art and contextual art. She is a member of CÉLAT (Centre de
recherches cultures-arts-sociétés) and co-founder of the UNESCO Chair in Cultural Transmission
among First Peoples.

marcos antonio candido carvalho works as the Art Coordin-

ator of Projeto Axé. In 1990 he co-founded the organization with Cesare de Florio La Rocca.
He worked as a consultant for UNICEF and Save the Children-UK in Angola and Cape Verve.
He was a consultant to the Bank of Boston Foundation for Educator Training and Pedagogical Coordination of the Travessia Project from 1995 to 1996. From 2001 to 2010 he was Director of Staff Development for the New York City Public School Supervisors and Teachers at the
Satanton / HeisKellTelecommunication Policy Center (Project Stretch) at the Graduate Center
of City University of New York. Heis also a Psychoanalyst member of Confraria dos Saberes,
Salvador-Bahia, since 2005. As a cofounder of Projeto Axé, he has been working in Art Education
and social transformation for the last 30 years. In 2004 he has also participated in the foundation
of Axe Italia that has a similar mission in Italy were he has been running training workshop for
educator and artists.

nathalie casemajor is a professor and researcher at the Centre Urbanisa-

tion Culture et Société of the Institut national de la recherche scientifique (INRS, Montreal). Her
work focuses on cultural development, citizen mobilization and digital culture. She is the coordinator of the Observatoire des médiations culturelles (OMEC) and co-edited the book Expériences critiques de la médiation culturelle (PUL, 2017). She has also conducted research projects
on cultural institutions and Wikipedia, as well as on the blockchain and circulation of artworks on
the Web. She was a member of the board of directors of Wikimedia Canada.

hannah claus is a transdisciplinary artist of Kanien’kehá:ka / English heritage who

engages Onkwehon:we epistemology to highlight ways of understanding and being in relation
with the world. A 2019 Eiteljorg Fellow and 2020 recipient of the Prix Giverny, recent group
exhibitions include Des horizons d’attentes (Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal), Cadrer la
nature (Centre d’exposition de l’Université de Montréal) and Written on the Earth (Western University). She currently sits on the Board of Directors of the Conseil des arts de Montréal since
2018 and she is one of the co-founders of daphne, a new Indigenous contemporary arts centre
based in Tiohtià:ke [Montreal]. Claus is curating Teharlihuan Michel Savard’s work for daphne’s
first exhibition. She is a member of the Tyendinaga Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte. She lives and
works with her family in Tiohtià:ke since 2001.

camille courier, in dialogue with her creations presented in the field of visual

arts, has realized projects for the workshops of l’Opéra de Paris and numerous collaborations
with visual artists, and theater and dance companies. Since 2003, she has exhibited her creations
in Europe and Canada. Her large-format drawing environments have received several awards
and grants. Lecturer at the Faculty of Arts of l’UQAM since 2016, she teaches visual arts and theater. She is completing her Ph.D. research-creation on the relationships between drawing ges-
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tures, current exile journeys and micropolitical emergences. She has presented her research on
the gesture of drawing (practiced between the visual and performing arts scenes) in the context
of international colloquia, and has published several articles on this subject. Camille Courier is
a member of the research group PRint1 and Hexagram, Network for Research-Creation in Arts,
Culture and Technologies.

m0nica fagundes dantas, a contemporary dancer and Associate Profes-

sor at Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, supervises Ph.D. and master’s candidates
in Performing Arts Program and teaches in the Dance Undergraduate Course Program. She has
a Ph.D. from University of Quebec in Montreal, and received a grant from the Brazilian Ministry
of Education to develop a Post-Doctoral Research at C-DaRE / Coventry University. Her work has
appeared in Brazilian journals and in Journal of Dance and Somatic Practices, SDHS /Cord Proceedings and Éparts (Canada), as well as in the edited collections Mobilités Culturelles /Cultural
Mobilities (2011), Fields in Motion: Ethnographies in the World of Dance (2011), Mapas e percursos: estudos da cena (2014), Nas fronteiras do representacional: reflexões a partir do termo
pós-dramático (2014). Her research interests include Contemporary Choreography, Cultural Perspectives and Decolonization, Somatic Dance Practices and Dance History and Dance Archives.

Having worked at the McCord-Stewart Museum from 2013 to 2019 as a project manager in educational and citizen action,
began a Ph.D. in the Department of Art
History and Film Studies
at the University of Montreal in the fall
of 2019 and joined the Canada Research Chair in Citizen Museology. Her thesis project is entitled
“Le musée, un acteur de la construction du sentiment d’appartenance sociale”. Borrowing from
action-research practices, the objective of this research is to contribute to the advancement of
museum decolonization processes through concrete actions and to make the museum a leverage
for social transformation.

laura delfino

melanie deveault is the Director of Education and Wellness at the Montreal

Museum of Fine Arts. Prior to that, she was Head, Education, Community Engagement and Cultural Programs at the McCord Stewart Museum; and the Educational Projects Developer at the
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, during which time she created ÉducArt (2017), an award-winning
digital educational platform. She began her career teaching art history to college students. Deveault has a master’s degree in museology from the Université du Québec à Montréal and a master’s degree in art history from the Université de Montréal. She is committed to approaching art,
history and culture from the perspective of social inclusion and to helping create safer spaces
for all communities within museum walls.

rhodnie desir’s mother was from Gonaïves and her father from Port-au-Prince. A

graduate in communications and marketing from the Université de Montréal and HEC Montréal
as well as in business start-up (SAJE Montréal Métro), she also received training in dance. In
2008, she founded Dêzam, an organization that has designed more than 2500 cultural actions in
10 years. In 2017, she set up her dance company RD Créations. Rhodnie Désir is a frequent guest
speaker and jury member for the Arts Councils of Montreal, Quebec and Canada. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Grand Prix de la danse de Montréal 2020, presented
by Québecor and the City of Montréal, and the Envol prize for cultural diversity and inclusive
practices in dance, awarded by the Conseil des arts de Montréal. With her project BOW’T TRAIL,
the artist was able to rally forty international partners and gain recognition from UNESCO’s project Slave Route: Resistance, Liberty, Heritage.
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marcelle dube is a retired professor of the Department of Humanities and Social

Sciences at the University of Quebec at Chicoutimi (UQAC). Researcher at the Observatoire des
médiations culturelles (OMEC) and member of the Cellule régionale d’innovation en Médiation
culturelle du Saguenay Lac-St-Jean (CRIMC), her interests in the arts, culture and social intervention have led her to develop research that more specifically addresses cultural mediation
practices from the perspective of social inclusion and diversity. She co-directed the book Expériences critiques de la médiation culturelle (PUL, 2017).

helene duval (Ph.D. in Education) has been a professor of pedagogical practice

studies in the Department of Dance at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) since 2005,
and teaches in undergraduate and graduate programs. Previously active as a stage performer
and teacher, she has created many innovative pedagogical projects in dance at the secondary
level. As a member of the second axis of the Chair art, culture et mieux-être and an associate
researcher at the Centre de recherche interuniversitaire sur la formation et la profession enseignante (CRIFPE), she combines the concepts of professional identity, reflexivity, creation and
inclusive pedagogy in research and training. She is currently involved in three funded studies
(FRQS-CRSH) on arts education, particularly on dance as a means of academic and social inclusion, and more specifically on the notion of inclusive action in the dance classroom.

stanley fevrier holds a Master degree in Visual and media Arts from the Uni-

versité du Québec à Montréal. His artistic vision revolves around human relationships; and takes
a sharp look at the social dynamics taking place in Western societies. As a result, he sees art
as a vector of social change and transformation. Motivated by the desire to activate collective
and individual consciousness, the artist appropriates and alters the archives, images, videos,
and photographs of these dramatic events, captured on the Internet. Through his installations,
performances and participatory art projects, the artist attempts to create a meeting space where
the participants are at the center of the work, bringing them to repoliticize themselves through
a mobilization and awareness of the “I”, of the “Us”, and its political power. The participatory
works that Février produces represent a form of socio-political resistance anchored in denunciation, reparation, equality of the right to live and freedom. His recent artistic and conceptual
concerns are based on institutional critique, on identity issues, violence and the inequalities
generated by it.

Engrenage Noir is a private and independent non-profit organization dedicated to the development of community action art in Quebec, particularly through the support and development of
projects aimed at transforming Quebec into a fairer society. The projects consist of a group process where members of a community organization, a mediator and an artist mobilize and act
around an issue common to the members (people directly affected by the same unjust situation).
The process aims to put forward a specific claim that has an effect on the unjust situation, by
using art and promoting democratic participation in the decisions required for the project.
coordinates the organization.

esther filion
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emilie fortier is Director of Services at the Old Brewery Mission’s Saint-Laurent

Campus, whose purpose is to provide concrete and sustainable solutions to end homelessness.
She joined the Old Brewery Mission in 2012 as Assistant to the Head of Support Programs and
Emergency Services and in 2015 became the head of emergency services at the Saint-Laurent
Campus. She is responsible for the development of projects in intervention with the homeless
population and in urban health, and is the liaison with the Mission’s various partners. With a
solutions-oriented vision and aware that the art of intervention requires creativity, she accepted
without hesitation the invitation to contribute to the implementation of visual arts workshops
within the organization, allowing several homeless people to get involved in a different way in
their efforts to find a way out of homelessness.

sylvie fortin was a professor in the Dance Department of the University of Quebec

in Montreal from 1986 to 2020. As part of funded research projects, she has worked with both
dancers and non-dancers with various body issues. Within research teams in hospitals and community organisations, she has used dance and the Feldenkrais Method of Somatic Education to
support children and adults in vulnerable situations (fibromyalgia, depression, eating disorders,
neuromuscular diseases, stroke, drug addiction). Her research work has been the subject of
more than 100 scientific publications and numerous practical workshops in Europe, South America, Asia, Australasia and Africa. In 2009, she received the University of Auckland Distinguished
Visitor Award and in 2019 her research work was selected by UQAM as one of 50 projects that
have had a significant impact on Quebec society.

maryse gagne is a professor at UQAM’s School of Visual and Media Arts since

2014. Previously, she has worked for twenty years as a visual and media arts teacher in public
schools of the Commission scolaire de Montréal. Her research interests focus on creative teaching, the didactics of visual and media arts, the professional identity of arts teachers and the
meaning of learning.

anna-lou galassini is a Ph.D. candidate in Museology at UQAM (University
of Quebec in Montreal). Her fields of expertise are museum history, new museology and social
justice. She is interested in the notion of social justice in the museum field, more particularly that
of museum employees. The question of well-being in the workplace will be at the center of her
research.

dr. patricia garel completed her medical studies in Paris, France. First re-

cruited as a clinical assistant professor by McGill University, she worked at the Douglas Mental
Health Institute from 1986 to 1990. She then joined the Department of Psychiatry at Sainte-Justine Hospital. She was responsible for academic activities and teaching from 1994 to 2002, and
was head of the Department of Psychiatry at CHU Sainte-Justine from 2002 to 2012. Since 2009,
she has developed a social rehabilitation project through art and creativity, Espace Transition, in
partnership with institutions such as Cirque du Soleil, Jeunesses Musicales Canada, the Opéra
de Montréal and the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (www.etpsy.ca).
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veronica gill has more than 25 years of professional experience in project manage-

ment in the fields of communications and education, including 20 years in the Quebec college network. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Communication (film profile) from the University of Quebec in Montreal, a Master’s degree in Educational Technology from the University of Montréal,
and a Master’s degree in Environmental Education and Communication from Royal Roads University in Victoria, British Columbia. As part of this second graduate degree, her research work
focuses on the impacts of a participatory and artistic project on the consumption habits and
waste production of seven households in the Villeray neighbourhood in Montreal.

isabelle ginot is a professor at the Dance Department of the University of

Paris 8. Her research focuses on somatic and dance practices and their political and social uses,
particularly in contexts of social vulnerability. Co-founder of A.I.M.E. (Associations of Moving and
Committed Individuals), she develops with the association a set of body practices based on dance
and somatic practices for people in a situation of social or health precariousness. From 2007 to
2017, she created and directed the university degree Techniques of the body and the world of
care (which became the course Dance, somatic education and fragile public). She founded the
research group Soma & Po, which has published two books: Penser les somatiques with Feldenkrais (dir. I. Ginot, éd. L’Entretemps, Lavérune, 2014), and Écosomatiques. Penser l’écologie
depuis le geste (dir. M. Bardet, J. Clavel, I. Ginot, éd. deuxième Époque, Montpellier, 2019). Her
current research opens this field to the analysis of works involving artists who identify themselves as being in a situation of disability.

louise giroux joined the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts in 1998 where she first

worked as a museum mediator. Possessing a sense of hospitality, a passion for sharing encounters around works of art and a great capacity to adapt to all audiences, this experience
convinced her that art is a vector of social cohesion and contributes positively to the fulfillment
of the individual. In 2012, she was promoted to be in charge of educational programs in wellness
where she coordinates projects in collaboration with various community, university and school
partners whose primary objective is to improve the overall health of each participant. Holding a
bachelor’s degree in Psychology from McGill University, a Bachelor’s degree in Arts Education
with partial studies in Art Therapy from Concordia University, her interests have clearly focused
on the multiple connections that participants develop through artwork.

fanny h-levy

Visual artist
holds a Master’s degree in visual arts from ParisSorbonne (2006) and received a Master’s degree in visual arts from Laval University in 2020 as
well as several recognition awards. She is at the origin of polymorphic creations, cultural mediations (2016-2020) and participatory drawing devices presented in different contexts in Montreal
and Quebec City. Her voluntarily simple drawing practice values the uniqueness of the creative
process and seeks to create an art space that infiltrates public and community space. Her other
artistic contributions are coaching in the mental health field (since 2014), art direction and filmmaking on art. In 2019, she co-directed with artist-anthropologist Francine Saillant the series
of films Créateurs de liens (MNBAQ, Maison pour la danse, cinéma Cartier, La Fabrique culturelle). The two filmmakers collaborated again on the film Apparaître, in which the action of art on
well-being is the main focus (broadcast in 2021).
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marilyn lajeunesse has worked at the Education and Wellness Department

of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts since 1992. She is currently Educational Program Officer
for Adults and Community Groups. Among her numerous responsibilities is the development and
coordination of the award winning program Sharing the Museum where she works developing
programs with diverse groups who are frequently underserved by cultural institutions. Co-creation of these activities is a key factor. Her experience includes the designing of these program
in close conjunction with the Museum’s collections and exhibitions as well as facilitating them.
Since her early days at the Museum, she has written numerous interpretive documents for exhibitions and the MMFA collection and has developed an expertise in audioguide scripts. She
has taught at the primary, secondary, college and university levels. Her educational background
includes a Bachelor in Visual Arts from the University of Ottawa, a Bachelor in Art Education
from McGill University and a Masters in Educational Psychology from McGill University as well.

eve lamoureux is a professor in the Department of Art History at the Université

du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). Her research focuses on art and politics, particularly on engaged art, community arts and cultural mediation. She is a member of the Centre de recherche
Cultures - Arts - Sociétés (CELAT), the Observatoire des médiations culturelles (OMEC) and the
ArtEspaceSocial research group. She has recently co-edited the following books: with Francine
Saillant, Noémie Maignien and Fanny H.-Lévy, Médiation culturelle, musées, publics diversifiés.
Guide pour une expérience inclusive (Écomusée du fier monde, 2021); with Julie Paquette and
Emmanuelle Sirois, Arts. Entre libertés et scandales. Études de cas (Nota Bene, 2020), with
Francine Saillant, InterReconnaissance. La mémoire des droits dans le milieu communautaire
au Québec (Presses de l’Université Laval, 2018); with Magali Uhl, Le vivre-ensemble à l’épreuve
des pratiques culturelles et artistiques contemporaines (Presses de l’Université Laval, 2018),
and with Nathalie Casemajor, Marcelle Dubé, Jean-Marie Lafortune, Expériences critiques de la
médiation culturelle (Presses de l’Université Laval, 2017).

vero leduc

A socially engaged artist and researcher,
is a professor in the Department of Social and Public Communication at UQAM, where she teaches in the Bachelor’s degree
program in Cultural Action and in the short graduate program Disability and Deafness: Rights
and Citizenship. She currently holds the Canada Research Chair on Cultural Citizenship of the
Deaf and Cultural Equity Practices. Her current work focuses on the artistic practices of deaf
and disabled people in Canada, deaf music and cultural accessibility and equity practices. As
a researcher associated with various research networks (CELAT - Centre de recherches Cultures-Arts-Sociétés, OMEC - Observatoire des médiations culturelles, Partnership Ageing + Communication + Technologies, Partnership Hemispheric Encounters: Developing Transborder Research-Creation Practices, Critical Disability Studies Working Group, Cultures du témoignage,
Réseau interuniversitaire québécois en équité, diversité et inclusion), her approach is based on
critical, intersectional, feminist, queer, decolonial, crip (disabled) and deaf perspectives.

Ph.D. candidate in museology at the University of Quebec in Montreal and lecturer at the
University of Quebec at Trois-Rivières,
has
a master’s degree in art history and
has
worked as a designer of cultural mediation tools for children’s literature. Sensitive to the issues
of interactivity and participation in a museum context, her current research focuses more specifically on the relationship that Quebec art museums have with vulnerable audiences, particularly
adolescents and cultural communities.

rebeca lemay-perreault
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felicia f. leu currently works on her Ph.D.-Thesis about the reception of socially

engaged performance art in the 21st century at the University of Quebec in Montreal (UQAM).
She studied Psychology (B.Sc.) and Art History (B.A. and M.A.) in Munich, Vienna and Paris.
Linking psychology and art history, her primary research focus lies in the potential transformative effects of art on its audience; she published various contributions on the subject. Felicia is
interested in the combination of research and exhibition practice; she assisted curatorial teams
at the MoMA in New York (2019), the Centre Pompidou in Paris (2018) and the Haus der Kunst in
Munich (2016).

helene levesque is an educational consultant in music at the Centre de services

scolaires de Montréal (CSSDM). For more than ten years, she has been building relationships
between schools and the world of music. Through pedagogical partnerships with the Orchestre
Métropolitain, the Opéra de Montréal and the SMCQ, she is able to develop customized material
and put numerous events into action each year. Co-founder of the Réseau des conseillers pédagogiques et des répondants en musique du Québec (RCRMQ), she is also actively involved in the
new Réseau choral des écoles québécoises.

noemie maignien is a Ph.D. candidate in Museology, Mediation and Heritage at

the University of Quebec in Montreal under the supervision of Ève Lamoureux (UQAM). She has
worked in the cultural and community sectors in Montreal (Exeko). Her research focuses on
cultural audiences and cultural institutions through the prism of cultural accessibility. She is a
student member of the Centre et laboratoires de recherche - Cultures-Arts-Sociétés (CELAT), as
well as of the Observatoire des Médiations Culturelles (OMEC) and ARTENSO, for which she has
also carried out research and coordination mandates.

judith marcuse has worked in the arts for over five decades as a dancer, choreog-

rapher, director, producer, educator, consultant, writer and lecturer. Trained in dance in Canada,
the US and in England, she performed for more than 20 years with Canadian and European companies, including with the Repertory Dance Company she founded in 1980 which toured across
Canada and abroad for 15 years. She has created more than 100 touring dance/theatre/film
works and produced six large-scale arts festivals. For the last 20 years, her internationally-recognized work has focused on community-engaged art for social change (ASC), including three
6-year projects with youth. She teaches, speaks and consults internationally. In 2007, Judith Marcuse founded the International Centre of Art for Social Change ICASC). More recently, she has led
a six-year study of ASC in Canada while also teaching undergraduate courses and establishing a
two-year graduate program in the field. She is a recipient of major awards, including an honorary
doctorate. In 2019, she received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Canadian Network for
Arts and Learning. Website: https://icasc.ca
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maria nengeh mensah is a professor and the director of the School of Social

Work at UQAM. A feminist and socially engaged researcher, she conducts research-action projects on the issues related to stigmatization and social inclusion of sexual and gender diverse
communities. In particular, she has been collaborating with the organizations Stella l’amie de
Maimie, COCQ-SIDA and GRIS-Montréal for several years. Her current work focuses on the cultures of testimonies and the leverage for social and political transformation that can be achieved
through singular voices in the media or through artistic expression. She is a member of the
board of directors of Cactus Montréal, a prevention and harm reduction organization for people
who use drugs in Montreal.

kent monkman is an interdisciplinary Cree visual artist. A member of Fisher River

Cree Nation in Treaty 5 Territory (Manitoba), he lives and works in Dish With One Spoon Territory
(Toronto, Canada). Known for his provocative interventions into Western European and American art history, Monkman explores themes of colonization, sexuality, loss, and resilience—the
complexities of historic and contemporary Indigenous experiences—across painting, film / video,
performance, and installation. Monkman’s gender-fluid alter ego Miss Chief Eagle Testickle often
appears in his work as a time-traveling, shape-shifting, supernatural being who reverses the
colonial gaze to challenge received notions of history and Indigenous peoples. Monkman’s works
have been exhibited at institutions such as The Metropolitan Museum of Art; The Denver Art
Museum; Philbrook Museum of Art; Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art; Musée des BeauxArts de Montréal; Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal; The Royal Ontario Museum; The National Gallery of Canada; Hayward Gallery; Witte de With Centre for Contemporary Art; Musée
d’art Contemporain de Rochechouart; Maison Rouge; and Palais de Tokyo. Monkman has had two
nationally touring solo exhibitions in Canada - Shame and Prejudice: A Story of Resilience (20172020), and The Triumph of Mischief (2007-2010).

brigitte nga ondigui is an inter-university doctoral candidate in art history

at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). She holds a Master’s degree in art history and
has worked as a teacher-researcher at the Université de Yaoundé I (Cameroon). She is a specialist in traditional cloth made from beaten bark, obom, and m’mouat (traditional costume), an important element of the material culture of her country. Sensitive to the issues of postcolonialism
and the resurgence of residual culture in societies, her current research focuses on the evolution
of m’mouat in the Ekang milieu (population of southern Cameroon) and particularly on its production and consumption, which seem to respond to contemporary needs, linked to questions of
identity expression, agentivity and decolonialism.

adriana de oliveira is a professor at the School of Visual and Media Arts at

UQAM since 2017. Her field of interest revolves around two axes of development in the field of
art education: art appreciation and artistic and educational intervention in community and care
environments. She is particularly interested in the contribution of current art appreciation to the
development of learners’ critical thinking and social practices of art. Her recent work focuses on
the roles of professional artists working with people in marginalized and vulnerable situations.
She is a member of the Chaire de recherche pour le développement de pratiques innovantes en
art de l’Université du Québec à Montréal and of the ArtEspaceSocial research group.
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elisabeth otto is an art historian and independent curator based in Montreal.

She is a Ph.D. candidate in art history at the University of Montreal where she was a lecturer in
art history and museology. She is currently finishing her thesis entitled Art histories of unlearning: Emily Carr and Gabriele Münter. In addition to her doctoral research on female artists and
primitivism at the beginning of the 20th century, she is interested in the relationships between art
and society, and more specifically studies the issue of migration amongst artists, academics and
aesthetic concepts from the end of the 19th century until today.

abdoulaye abdoul oumate is a specialist in cultural policies and an en-

gineer of cultural industries. He is a cabinet attaché at the International Center for Research and
Documentation on African Traditions and Languages, production officer at the French Institute of
Cameroon and attaché at CAPACMA-PROC. He is an actor and director by training. Artistic director and administrator of theater, dance, music and photography companies, he has managed
several large-scale cultural and artistic projects. He is also a member of the Artistic Committee
of the Djamah Afrik-Tchad Company, and a member of the International Network for the Promotion of Oratory Art.

andreanne parent is a Ph.D. student in art history at the University of Montréal.

Her research focuses mainly on the history of French art of the 18th and 19th centuries, and more
specifically on the artistic education of women and girls in the Paris region, from the end of the
Ancien Régime to the July Monarchy, which she studies through an interdisciplinary perspective (feminist theories and disability studies). She is interested in the artistic movements and
manifestations of the post-revolutionary period and the Romantic era, as well as the (erased)
roles played by (ignored) women in art history. Her master’s dissertation focused on the partnership between the history painter Anne-Louis Girodet (1767-1824) and the woman of letters
and theater Julie Candeille (1767-1834), wrongly considered as “the little woman behind the big
man”. Her master’s dissertation, directed by Professor Peggy Davis, was published in 2020 at the
University of Quebec in Montreal.

louise poissant, Ph.D. in Philosophy, is Scientific Director of the Fonds de recher-

che du Québec – Société et culture. She was the Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the Université du
Québec à Montréal (UQAM) from 2006 to 2015. She was professor of aesthetics and theory at the
School of Visual and Media Arts from 1989 to 2006 where she directed the Media Arts Research
Group (GRAM). She is the author of numerous books and articles in the field of media arts published in various journals in Canada, France, Brazil and the United States.

Named one of five Young Canadian Cultural Innovators by the Canada Council for the Arts in 2017,
is an artist-mediator whose work qualifies as social art.
Choreographer, director and researcher, he explores in his
works the relationship with the public and questions the fourth wall. Marco is a Fellow of the
Global Salzburg Seminar in Austria, and is interested in social art in other professional spheres:
as a curator, mediator, consultant, trainer, lecturer and author, he is one of the few specialists
who address the issues of cultural mediation and public engagement both as an artist and as a
theorist.

marco pronovost
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daniele racine is Commissioner of Cultural Mediation at the Service de la culture

de la Ville de Montréal, in charge of supporting and assisting Montreal’s cultural community
and districts in the implementation of cultural and artistic projects that are inclusive with the
population. In accordance with Montreal’s cultural development policy, she develops an approach based on citizen participation in the network of cultural centres and in the development of
Montreal’s cultural districts. Since 2006, she has been actively contributing to the development
of practices by initiating and participating in partnership research, including Les effets de la
médiation culturelle : participation, expression, changement and Mutations des pratiques artistiques et participation, which have been the subject of scientific publications and international
conferences. Her current work addresses the issue of urban communal spaces and shared governance in a context of cultural development. She promotes the transfer of practices and knowledge to the public through the publication of the website: montreal.mediationculturelle.org.

natasha s. reid is the Executive Director of the Visual Arts Centre in Montreal.

She holds a Master’s and Doctorate in Arts Education from Concordia University and a Bachelor
of Art History from the University of Toronto. In addition, she completed postdoctoral studies at
New York University and the University of Quebec in Montreal, supported by a grant from the
Government of Quebec. Prior to her current position at the Visual Arts Centre, she was Assistant
Professor in Art and Visual Culture Education at the University of Arizona. Her research focuses
on the narratives of museum educators and participants, social justice art education, and socially
engaged art. Natasha has worked with a variety of art centres and galleries including the University of Arizona Museum of Art, FOFA Gallery and La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse.

dominique rey is a multidisciplinary artist whose work has been exhibited across

Canada, the United States, and Europe. Her art appears in numerous collections, including the
National Gallery of Canada, Winnipeg Art Gallery, Scotiabank, and Province of Manitoba. Rey is
the recipient of numerous awards and honours, notably she was awarded the Canada Council
for the Arts International Artist Residency at La Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris in 2016. She
holds a MFA in Photography from Bard College (NY) and a MFA in New Media from the Transart
Institute (Berlin). She is an Associate Professor at the School of Art at the University of Manitoba.
Percevoir/Couper/Rassembler was a cultural mediation project where contemporary art acted
as a bridge and instigator in the creation of a participatory artwork. Through writing, photography and collage, participants explored their experiences as Francophones of various origins
living in Manitoba.

lourdes rodriguez del barrio is a titular professor at the School

of Social Work of the Université de Montréal. She is the director of the Action-Research Team in
Mental Health and Culture (ÉRASME) and the International Research Alliance University-Community Mental Health and Citizenship (ARUCI-SMC). She is also the Scientific Director of Social
Research at CIUSSS du Nord-de-l’île-de-Montréal (NIM). Her research program focuses on the
development of alternative practices in mental health and is based on the experience of the
people concerned in order to understand suffering, exclusion and strategies for coping, as well
as their relationship to politics and citizenship. Her work is coupled with a critical reflection on
qualitative methods in action research and in pluralistic and formative evaluation. She led the
working group on the quality of mental health services in the community of the Comité de la
santé mentale du Québec. The result of her work (Rethinking the Quality of Services in the Community: Changing Perspectives) was nominated for the AGIDD-SMQ Orange Prize.
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francine saillant is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Anthropology

at Université Laval and outgoing Director of the Centre de recherche Cultures-Arts-Sociétés
(CÉLAT) (2009-2015). She was director of the journal Anthropologie et Sociétés for ten years
(2000-2010). She has published, alone or in collaboration, nearly thirty books on various anthropological themes. As a specialist in the anthropology of human rights, she conducts research
on discrimination based on the idea of race or linked to the social construction of differences. She
is interested in the various uses and interpretations of the notions of justice and rights. She is a
member of several national and international research networks and collaborates with various
civil society organizations related to intercultural dialogue and recognition. She is a member of
several scientific organizations, including the Royal Society of Canada and an emeritus member
of the Canadian Anthropology Society. Finally, she participates in the work of the committee of
the International Decade for the Rapprochement of Cultures of Unesco and participates as an
anthropologist and artist in networks on art and anthropology as a documentarian and artist.

richard sandell is Professor in the School of Museum Studies at the University

of Leicester and co-director of the Research Centre for Museums and Galleries. His research
and practice, carried out in collaboration with museums, galleries and heritage organisations,
explores the potential that museums might play in supporting human rights, social justice and
equality. Richard led the research partnership between the National Trust and RCMG (Research
Center for Museums and Galleries) that shaped the award-winning Prejudice and Pride LGBTQ
heritage programme, 2017-19. A research collaboration with the Wellcome Collection, exploring
new ethically - informed ways of presenting disability shaped a new permanent gallery – Being
Human – that opened in 2019. Richard is also part of the research team that created HumanKind,
a groundbreaking collaboration (2018-2021) with the National Trust that explores the potential
for culture to tackle social isolation and loneliness. His most recent books include - Museums,
Moralities and Human Rights (2017) and Museum Activism (with Robert R. Janes) (2019), winner
of the Canadian Museums Association’s award for Outstanding Achievement for Research in the
Cultural Heritage Sector.

eva sandri is a lecturer in information and communication sciences at the University

Paul Valéry Montpellier 3 (LERASS and GRIPIC research teams). Her research focuses on the
current issues of cultural mediation and the imaginary of digital devices in museums. She has
recently published the book Les imaginaires numériques au musée, by Edition MkF (2020). She
also coordinated the section “Les injonctions dans les institutions culturelles: ajustements et
prescriptions” in the journal Les Enjeux de l’information et de la communication, in 2019.

tristan sasseville-langelier is a Master’s candidate in art history

at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). They are a member of the Centre de recherche – Cultures-Arts-Sociétés (CELAT) as well as of the Observatoire des médiations culturelles
(OMEC). In their study supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada (SSHRC), they are interested in the work of performance artists from Quebec, who open
up in their artistic practices spaces for critical thinking on issues related to emotional suffering,
pathologization or psychiatricization. Drawing on Mad Studies and queer studies, their research
proposes to analyze how these performative practices produce alternative knowledge on pathologized or psychiatrized experiences, gestures or actions. Their work explores the ways in which
performance art can be a mode of resistance to the normative knowledge regimes and practices
of Western psychiatry.
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genevieve saumier is a doctoral student in Arts Studies and Practices at the

University of Quebec in Montreal, under the direction of Ève Lamoureux and with the support of
SSHRC. She obtained a Master’s degree in Anthropology from the University of Montréal where
she then worked as a research officer at the Research Chair “Paysages et environnements”. She
is currently a lecturer at the National School of Anthropology and History in Mexico City where
she directs the Contemporary Art and Anthropology Formative Research Project. With the artist
José Miguel Gonzalez Casanova, she co-edited the book Artropología: Un acercamiento entre
disciplinas (2018), with the support of the National Fund for Culture and the Arts (FONCA) of Mexico. As part of her research on the co-creative process that characterizes ethnographic fieldwork,
she is currently collaborating on a participatory art project in Misión du Arnedo, a village in the
northern state of Guanajuato.

cindy schwartz holds a Master’s degree in Psychology and Education and has an

impressive background as a dancer and dance teacher. She is a passionate humanist as well as a
skilled manager. Her determination as well as her natural ability to bring people together around
innovative and daring projects led her to found Les Muses in 1997. Fighting with heart and conviction for the recognition, inclusion and social participation of atypical artists within the arts
community, Cindy Schwartz chaired the Table de concertation des organismes œuvrant dans le
domaine culturel auprès des personnes handicapées in 2011. Her involvement and contribution
to this community has been recognized more than once through various awards, including the
Janine-Sutto Award (which she received twice) and the prestigious À part entière award from
the Office des personnes handicapées du Québec.

angele seguin

Dramatist, bold artist, committed humanist,
has been the founder
and artistic director of the Théâtre des Petites Lanternes for 22 years. Her projects, which have
been recognized internationally, have earned her numerous awards. In 2006, she designed the
creative process for the Grande Cueillette des Mots (GCM) and has initiated a series of collaborations on national and international stages (Canada, Hong Kong, Brazil, Haiti, Democratic Republic
of Congo, France) in addition to numerous workshops and conferences on various continents.
She regularly participates in juries and working committees on arts and culture. Since 2018, she
has been leading the Monarchs Project, a pan-Canadian theatre creation using the GCM process
that gives a voice to veterans and military families about their post-traumatic stress injuries and
the countless repercussions on themselves and those around them.

lois h. silverman Ph.D., is Professor of Museum Studies and Public Scholar of
,

Museum Education with the Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis Museum Studies
Program at the Indiana University School of Liberal Arts in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. She is an
accomplished scholar, mentor, and international consultant to museums, social service agencies, and arts organizations. Author of more than 55 publications, including The Social Work of
Museums (Routledge 2010), and The Therapeutic Potential of Museums (1998), Lois Silverman
is a thought leader, project innovator, and provocateur on such concepts as meaning-making,
museums and therapy, and transcendence in museums. Through multidisciplinary work and
innovative community collaborations, Lois strives to expand the theory, practice, and boundaries
of museums, health and well-being. In current projects, she is exploring holistic and spiritual
experiences in museums, the role of museums in social well-being, and the development of museums, health, and well-being skills and curriculum for emerging museum professionals. Lois
holds a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania and an M.S.W. from Indiana University School
of Social Work.
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melissa smith is the Assistant Curator of Community Programs at the Art Gallery

of Ontario. Her responsibilities include inclusive public programs for adults and accessibility advocacy. Motivated by a sustained commitment to exploring the unique relationship between art
and audiences, she was awarded the Royal Ontario Museum Visitor Engagement Award in 2014
and one of Smith’s AGO programs was awarded the 2016 People’s Choice for Quality Improvement by the City of Toronto Long Term Care Homes and Services. She holds a Master of Arts
in Art History from Western University and a Master of Museum Studies from the University of
Toronto. She is also a Sessional Instructor in the Inclusive Design Graduate Program at OCADU
and sits on the Board of Directors at the Miles Nadal Jewish Community Centre.

margaux szuter is a Ph.D candidate at the University of Quebec in Montreal

(UQAM) and the University of Paris Nanterre (UPN) as well as a member of History of the
Arts and Performances Laboratory. Her studies focus on politicized artistic practises initiated
in non-democratic regimes. Her thesis, directed by Yves Jubinville (UQAM) and Emmanuel
Wallon (UPN) is about the political dissent that artists organize on the theatrical stages in Russia
and Belarus, regarding more specifically the experiences of the Belarus Free Theater and Teatr.
Doc. She has also participated in the scientific journal MIRANDA of the University of Toulouse
Jean-Jaurès (France) and does ongoing work with artists and theatrical institutions across the
world.

marie tissot is a Ph.D. candidate in museology, mediation and heritage at the Uni-

versity of Quebec in Montreal. As part of her research, she explores the possibilities of collecting
and exhibiting performing arts. She is also interested in artistic practices of social and pedagogical value. Since 2019, she works in the research group Le musée à l’épreuve du performatif.

alexandra tourigny

Independent curator and M.A. candidate in art history,
focuses her research on the socio-political issues surrounding the question of
spectator agency in artistic contexts, on citizen participation through art, and on
critical curatorial practices. Her master’s dissertation, supported by the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), focuses on the political agency of children in
the context of youth contemporary art exhibitions. Alexandra is also the coordinator for the Observatoire des Médiations Culturelles (OMEC) and a research assistant for the same organization. She is interested in the issues of mediation and cultural accessibility. As a resident of the
small municipality of Saint-Norbert-d’Arthabaska in Québec, Alexandra is committed to the recognition and promotion of cultural activities outside of large urban centers. Her writings have
been published in several arts magazines, notably Vie des Arts, Inter and Ex situ.

fleury

mona trudel is a professor at UQAM’s School of Visual and Media Arts since 1999

and holds the UQAM Research Chair for the Development of Innovative Practices in Art, Culture,
and Well-being. She simultaneously pursues two fields of research: artistic and pedagogical
practices with a social purpose in the community with vulnerable and marginalized people and
the integration of the intercultural and inclusive dimension in the visual arts classroom. Her
interest in the transformative aspects of art echoes her university teaching practice at all levels. She is currently co-authoring a follow-up book to the research La contribution de l’art au
rétablissement et à l’inclusion sociale de personnes marginalisées (SSHRC-2016-2019) involving
women researchers in the arts, urban psychiatry and addiction medicine. She is a member of the
research group ArtEspaceSocial.
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sylvie  trudelle is a research professional at the Université du Québec à

Montréal. Coordinator of the UQAM Research Chair for the Development of Innovative Practices
in Art, Culture, and Well-being from 2015 to 2020, she has also collaborated on several research
projects in the arts. She holds a DESS in Somatic Education (2004), a Master’s degree in Dance
(2006) and a Ph.D. in Arts Studies and Practices (2017), where she examined the interrelation of
the personal and professional spheres in the career of a contemporary dance performer.

joanne waxman, CFRE has 25 years of not for profit experience. In her leadership

role as Vice President, Strategic Partnerships at BC Children’s Hospital Foundation (BCCHF),
she has the opportunity to lead and participate in unique and incredibly impactful initiatives and
projects that help fulfil the Foundation’s mission to transform child health through excellence in
philanthropy. The Children’s Healing Experience Project created inspirational healing experiences that engage and comfort children, youth, family and staff and support health outcomes by
integrating curated, purposeful arts to improve patient care and the physical environment. Her
involvement in the Children’s Healing Experience Project is a career highlight.

suzane weber da silva (Suzi Weber – artistic name) – earned her Ph.D. in

Arts Studies and Practices at the University of Quebec in Montreal (UQAM/2010). She also holds
a Postdoctoral Fellowship (CAPES) at The Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE) at Coventry University, UK (2019/20). She has a Master’s in Human Movement Sciences and bachelor’s degree
in Performing Arts at Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil, and
has been a professor at UFRGS since 1996, teaching in the Performing Arts Programme. She is
also an actress and contemporary dancer.

Congratulated by the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, graduated with honours from the Villa Arson in Nice and the Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam,
is building his own artistic practice. Videographer and visual artist,
he is one of the founders of Atelier W in Pantin, France, an artistic production and
exhibition space dedicated to young creators. After working for several years as museum technician in renowned contemporary art galleries, he left France in 2015 to settle in Montreal, where
he worked as an artists’ assistant. In September 2018, he joined Les Impatients as Collection
Manager.

simon

zagari
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